Explore Your Job Search with Help from the Library

Whether you’re starting your job search or prepping to go back to work, our Career Resources page has everything you need to navigate the process.

Career Resources page

Food and Wine

Enjoy our favorite dishes from the Virtual Library Program's Cooking Classes! These classes feature a new menu each week. Order your food at 2:30 PM, and Half Moon Bay serves meals at 11:30 AM.

Comida Gratis en la Biblioteca

Gentle Chair Yoga

Come join us at the Library for a gentle yoga session. This class is perfect for beginners, and we'll provide all the props you need.

Gentle Chair Yoga

Explore All Events

Cultivating Health and Wellness

Self-care and stress management are necessary in the best of times, let alone when things get tough. Browse through our wellness events for help! For more information, visit our Wellness Events page.

Wellness Events

Movie Streaming:

Lean on Pete

A hilarious, tongue-in-cheek superhero story for adults taking place in San Francisco! I love the world-building and characters like our two female Asian-American superhero leads who must juggle demon invasions as much as their changing friendship.

Adult Fiction:

The Heroine Complex Series

A hilarious, tongue-in-cheek superhero story for adults taking place in San Francisco! I love the world-building and characters like our two female Asian-American superhero leads who must juggle demon invasions as much as their changing friendship.

Adult Fiction:
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